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• Convenient multi-functional hitch

• Roller/packer raises above spreader for transport

• Electrically controlled spin spreader

• Seed deflector controls spreading width

• 16” Notched discs

• Electric transport lift available

The Plot Ranger is an ideal tool for planting food plots by the 
avid hunter or the ultimate animal lover. Sized right to work 
behind a sub-compact to compact tractor, your ATV or Utility 
Vehicle, or even your pick-up truck, this versatile implement 
has just what you need to be a successful food supplier or to 
provide an ideal habitat to the wild outdoors. 

ROLLeR	PACKeR
The simple design of the roller packer eliminates many parts, yet 
is efficient and effective in helping seed and soil make contact.  
The weight of the roller gently packs the dirt and helps eliminate 
air pockets, setting the seed on its way to successful germination!  
The roller packer easily folds forward and over the seed hopper, 
resting on the disc main frame for transport. 

Affordability for
game food plots.

FPS SERIES
Pull-type — 48”

Easily control various seeding rates 
from your seat. The exclusive deflector ring controls the seeding 

pattern to within the width of the disced area.

FOOD PLOT SeedeR

HITCH
The easily changed dual hitch incorporates a ball hitch on one side, 
and a tang hitch on the other. The Plot Ranger can easily be traded 
amongst neighbors or rental yards, without the worry of needing to 
change hitches. 

dISC	GANG
The 16” notched discs, set up in an offset pattern, aggressively rip 
through the soil and vegetation, opening the ground for aeration and 
nutrients, and supplying fresh dirt to accept seed. The aggressiveness 
of the disc gangs is easily changed to match your desired result.

Seed	HOPPeR
The durable plastic seed hopper has a tight fitting lid to keep it in 
place, and the elements out.  The electric spinner is powered from the 
vehicle electrical system, and easily calibrated and operated from a 
control panel that is positioned with the operator. The metal deflector 
ring controls the seeding width to within the width of the disc gang, vs. 
a wider pattern like some competitive units. Why sling seed beyond 
your working width?

Seeder is available 
for quick mounting  
to your Utility Vehicle.

TRANSPORT
Pneumatic transport tires are raised and lowered either electrically or 
manually.  The electric method uses an electric actuator that is quick 
and operated from the same control panel as the seed hopper. If 
you are planting strips, it is quick and easy to raise the Plot Ranger to 
move over 20 yards and set it down again and take off!
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